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ABSTRACT

In the course of performing the work discussed in this
report, the basic feasibility of Rayleigh Scattering,
Raman Scattering and Holographic Interferometry as
HF/DF laser cavity diagnostic, techniques was inves-
tigated. A new HF/DF chemical laser system desig-
nated CL III was designed, fabricated and underwent
preliminary testing to evaluate reactant mixing of
parallel, fully developed H2 and F supersonic flows
in the lasing cavity and scaling to higher power while
maintaining good potential for pressure recovery.

(Distribution Limitation Statement B)
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NOMENCLATURE

Except where otherwise noted in the text, the symbols used have the

meaning, value and units as given below.

a Velocity of sound N/Y cm/sec

A Area of cross section or comnponent cm , in.

C Velocity of light (3 x 1010) clm/sec

e Denotes the exponential fuaction

e Electron charge (1.6 x 10-19) coulomb

G Detector gain

II Plaack constant (6.62 x 19- 27) erg sec

-I9f HIeat of formnation K cal/rn ole

I Enis sion intons ity watt/cmi2 - sterad

K (ilIdstoJ' I)Alt con&.Qaist Cc i3

2Length along line of sight

L Length

ru Mass flow rate g-1-f•/ SC

M Mach number

n Refractive index

in Molar flow rate W•1 u sec

N Molecular weiglt or rtiiiber density gin/mole

p Pressure

PC Gonmbustion chamber pressure psia

Pi Partial pressure

PL Laser cavity static pressure torr

Q Beat transfer rate btu/sec

R Laser molar flow ratio (definition
specific to subscript) or gas constant

xi
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S Fringe shift parameter fringes/crn-atmos

Sx System response at wavelength k volts/watt
cnm- 2 ster-I

t Throat Width

T Temperature 0K

u Velocity cm/sec

V Velocity ft/sec

X), YC Z Spatial co-ordinates cm

a Fractional F2 dissociation

a Mixing angle

a. Polarizability

Combustion chamber diluent ratio

N Ratio of specific heats

Molecular anisotropy factor

6 Boundary layer thickness

Boundary layer displacement thicknes s

at Boundary layer thermal thickness

A Denotes the difference of two
relatable quantities

Emissivity

0 Angular notation

X Wave length cm

Viscosity

p Mass density

Pn Depolarization factor

T Scattering coefficient

X Mole fraction

Combustion chamber diluent ratio

xii
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w Solid angle notation

[HF] Concentration of species moles/cmn3

<> Mean value of parameter evaluated
across flow section

Subscripts:

B Boundary layer

c Plenum chamber parameter

e External to boundary layer

ex Exit conditions

L At nozzle exit or cavity

in Properties of mixture

o Reference condition

s Standard conditions

t Translational, total, or throat paramneter

w At nozzle wall

Super scripts:

At nozzle throat or excited species

- Averaged or mean conditions

Modified definition
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SECTION 
I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

This report presents the resul.s of progress made on several key

tasks which were added to the basic "HF Laser Technology Study,

Contract No. F29601-71-C-0070. These tasks include:

Task I: Investigate the feasibility of the following diagnostic
techniques for possible application to HF/DF laser cavity
evaluation:

"* Ra; leigh scattering measurements from a high
power Xe-laser to determine local cavity density
distribution.

"* Raman scattering measurements from a high power
Xe laser to determine scattering strength and
practicality of this technique for determining F2
and H 2 cavity concentrations.

"* Holographic interferometry techniques to determine
the optical quality of the lasing media as far as
density gradients are concerned.

Task II: Design and fabricate a new laser system (CL III) which is
configured to produce fast mixing of reactants in the laser
cavity in an understandable manner.

Task III: Provide testing at the TRW Capistrano Test Site to evaluate
the performance of the new CL III laser system. The testing
will study, principally, the lasing zone produced by the new
cavity injector in an attempt to understand how turbulent
mixing affects the HF lasing potential. Infrared mapping,
visible light photography and closed cavity power measure-
Tment will- be •c rm• nl ... At• St-,A.,.-r-- ,-,,dnL , I, cn,
characteristics.

In performing the above tasks, significant progress was made in

better understanding the laser medium and its influence on hardware

design and testing methods. The basic feasibility of Rayleigh/Raman

scattering techniques to measure concentrations of molecular hydrogen

and molecular fluorine in HF/DF laser cavities was established through

analyses and laboratory experiments. By using a xenon UV laser and

modifying existing scanner equipment, detection sensitivities on the order

of 4 x 10- 2 torr could be achieved for the above indicated species. How-

ever, helium appears not to be detectable with current apparatus.
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Holographic interferometry appears to be a viable cavity diagnostic

technique when employed on larger chemical laser devices where the

optical path length is on the order of 1 meter, H-owever, the method has

marginal utility, i. e. , it produces extremely small fractions of a fringe,

when used in conjunction with current, smaller chemical laser systems

unless modifications are made to existing interferometry devices and

techniques to extend the state of the art. This is caused prircipally by the

relatively short optical path length and very low density gases in the lasing

region of the smaller laser devices.

The CL III laser hardware designed and fabricated -in conjunction

with this program represented a first attempt to deal with the problem

of rapid mixing and scaling of the HF/DF chemical laser to a high power

device while at the same time achieving good downstream pressure

recovery potential. Initial parare' ric analyses were performed over

a wide range of operating conditionls. A baseline design was then selected

and detailed fluid mechanical, thermal and stress analyses were

performed. The following criteria were employed in the design:

* Provision to allow varying velocities ot the H-1 and F' jets
as well as a range of nozzle exit temperature and diluent
ratios

* Capability of supplying preheated Hz at high Mach number
and velocity

* Combustion pressures in excess of 100 psia to provide a
flow field consistent with pressure recovery requirements

* Cavity injector nozzles designed to account for boundary
layer buildup; the area ratios increasing as dictated by an
analysis of boundary layer thickness

* Nozzle area ratios designed to closely match the exit
pressure to the expected cavity pressure

The lasing zone confined within a suitable lasing cavity to
prevent entrainment and recirculation of ground state ItF

into the supersonic flow stream.

The CL III hardware as designed utilizes two combustion chamlbers,

one for producing atomic fluorine and the other for preheating molecular

hydrogen. Deuterium and fluorine mixed with appropriate quantitie.s of

helium or nitrogen diluent are injected into each comn..ustor to produce

2
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the required high temperature gas flows. A single 1.5 by 8-inch nozzle

bank employing 23 nozzles is connected to the two combustion chambers

by separate plenums. Thus, alternate adjacent nozzles flow F- and

H 2-containing streams. Exit velocity ratios of F to H2 varying from

0. 59 to 2. 6 can be obtained with this hardware by varying the combustor

conditions.

Twenty -five tests were performed at the Capistrano Test Site using

the CL III hardware. These tests involved checkout of the CL III cavity

injector and separate combustor hardware followed by a series of test

runs to evaluate the effects of varying Ft and H 2 stream velocities within

the range indicated above. IR mapping and orange glow photography were

used as laser cavity diagnostics in this initial test series. Several runs

were made to assess laser power using hole outcoupled mirrors.

The output power of the device was disappointingly low, less than

500 watts. Three fundamental causes have been identified.

First, analyses of the CL III cavity diagnostic data revealed that

very little IR or visiblc radiacion enmissio uecuurred directly downstream

of the hydrogen nozzles in any of the runs observed. On the other hand,

the intensity within the fluorine, jets began to rise almost immediately.

The intensity then leveled out at the fluorine jet centerline approximately

2-1/2 inches downstream of the nozzle exit plane and remained nearly

constant for at least another 3 inches downstream. The conclusion drawn

from these data was that the gross rate of mixing within the fluorine jet

was approximately equal to that predicted from previous subsonic

experiments. However, microscale mixing within the turbulent zone

is not well known and could be sufficiently slow to cause the observed

extended reaction zone thus adversely affecting the lasing action.

Second, in a post-test calibration, the fluorine sonic flow control

orifice was found to be in error by approximately five percent leading to

excessive F 2 flow into the hydrogen heater conmbustor. The excess F2

undoubtedly reacted with H 2 injected downstream ahead of the nozzle

throat, leading to the introduction of relatively large quantities of ground

state tIF with the 112 stream into the laser cavity. This situation was

further aggravated by combustor injector flow maldistribution. Based

"3
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upon enrpi rical observation of the quantity of ground state HF introduced

into the prior CL II device when operated in the HF/HF mode, and the

calculated quantity introduced as a result of the CL III calibration pro-

blems, it is believed that sufficient ground state was injected to account

for the low powers observed. Additional testing is required to confirm

this I rpothesis.

Third, in this initial test series the maximum hydrogen temperature

achieved in the nozzle plenum was less than 1100 0 K to avoid any possibility

of HF/DF isotope exchange. This resulted in a laser cavity static

temperature after mixing, but prior to the lasing reaction of only 1500K.

Extrapolation of measured kinetics data taken at 350 0 K to the 1500K

condition, revealed that production to deactivation rates of HF* were

unfavorable for lasing.

Further work is required to thoroughly assess each of the above-

mentioned factors. Subsequent testing with chemiluminescent spectroscopy

diagnostics is recommended under the HF Technology Follow-On

Contract No. F29601-72t-0-0077U, and the Reactive Flow Study Contract

No. F29601-72-C-0021, to understand and correct the deficiencies

observed in the initial test series and to further investigate the CL III

laser system.

I

4
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"SECTION II

LASER CAVITY DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

Measuremnent of laser cavity flow field characteristics such as local

kinetic temperature, pressure, velocity, local species concentration and

species excitationý is essential in deriving the understanding required for

guiding the design of scaled up advanced HF/DF chemical lasers. The

first task of the subject program entailed feasibility evaluation and conduct

of laboratory tests, where applicable, of cavity flow field visualization and

property diagnostic techniques which had not been previously applied to

chemnical lasers. The three new possible cavity diagnostic techniques

considered were:

* Rayleigh scattering using a xenon laser for local cavity
bulk number density measuremaents

* Raman scattering using a xenon laser to measure cavity
molecular species concentrations (I12 and F2)

* Holographic interferonnetry to assess the spatial distri-
bution of cavity density gradients

The following sections present a detailed discussion of the physical

concepts involved with each diagnostic technique, previous experience with

the techniques, and an evaluation of the applicability of the technique for a

field-test apparatus for high power chemical lasers.

1. RAYLEIGIH/RAMAN SCATTERING DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES

In previous cheical laser cavity mrneasurement programs (Ref. 1),

diagnostics by chemiluminescence and resonance absoprtlion spectro-

scopy and by IR-intensity mapping of the cntirc flow field have yielded

valuable and extensive insight into I1F-laser cavity flow field structure,

11F excited state and ground state distributions. This progress ini

understanding brought about by the early diagnostics has led to new

questions which cannot be approached by the diagnostic techniques

described above. More specifically, the above-indicated measurements

are not suited to provide data. on local concentrations of honmonuclear

molecules such as F 9 , HI , D . Even for heteroruclear molecules HY, and
2 2

DF, the chemiluminescent or absorption data yield line-of-sight integrated

5
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population densities (molecules/cra2) as direct observables. Further

measurements or assumptions are required in order to reduce these data

to truly local species densities.

Coherent scattering of laser radiation by molecules has been shown to

be a practical tool for measurement of local molecular species concentra-

tions applicable both to homonuclear and heteronuclear molecules. By

proper arrangement of exciting and observing optics coherent scattering

is also principally capable of providing truly local concentration measure-

ments. The general disadvantage of coherent scattering is the usually

very low scattering cross section, requiring powerful laser radiation for

an exciting light source. Such laser sources have become available dur-

ing the last decade. Other difficulties with all coherent scattering tech-

nicjues are interference problems, generally requiring very careful

optical design to achieve acceptable signal/noise values. Both problemris

with scattering measurements have been largely solved during the last

years to the point where it is quite reasonable to expect sensitivities ade-

quate for detecting species concentrations substantially below I torr par-

tial pressures; this mgakes the scatteriinxg technique of interest in the

diagnostics of laser cavities.

Coherent scattering of visible and ultraviolet light by atoms and mole-

cules is related to the property of polarizability of the atomic or nmolecular

electron cloud. Rayleigh scattering intensities are directly proportional

to the square of the average polarizability. In the case of molecules, the

polacizability may change during the vibrational and rotational motion of

the molecules giving rise to a vibrational and rotational Rainan effect.

Contrary to the case of Rayleigh scattering, Raman scattering produces

wavelength shifts which are clearly characteristic of the molecule. Rainan

scattering is therefore particularly useful for species concentration ieas-

ureinents. If the exciting wavelength in chosen close to (but not identical

to) a molecular electronic resonance, Rarnan scattering intensities are

observed to increase substantially; in this case the effect is frequently

referred to as Resonance Ramnan Effect (RRE).

Coherent scattering intensities are directly proportional to laser

power and inversely proportional to the fourth power of the exciting wave-

length. This wavelength dependence of coherent scuttering intensities

6
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affects in a significant way the choice of the exciting lacer. For non-

resonance coherent scattering, a useful figure of merit for comparing

different lasers is

P/N4 (1)

where P is the laser power arid X is laser wavelength. Resonance wave-

lengths for laser cavity species HZI Dz, HF, H, D, He and F are all sub-

stantially below 0. 2p whereas available lasers of acceptable power output

and reliability oscillate at wavelengths in excess of 0. 3 . The above cited

laser figure of merit is therefore applicable for ci oosing the best laser

for the abotre indicated species. Comparing all available lasers consider-

ing wavelength, power, stability, compactness and ruggedness, two lasers

appear most applicable; these are the xenon UV laser (k = 0. 36 4 5 p) and

the nitrogen laser (X z; 0.3315j). The difference in figure of merit of

these two lasers is negligible considering presently available power levels.

Because of TRW's experience with Xe-lasers we chose to base all our work

on this particular laser.

The specific objective of the Rayleigh/Raman scattering diagnostic

techniques evaluation was to assess the utility of this method for deter-

mining local laser cavity bulk and species number densities. Rayleigh

scattering strengths are expected to be useful for measuring local bulk

densities, particularly if relative gas compositions are well known. Rarnan

scattering as a technique is specific to the scattering molecule and can

therefore be uscd to mneasurc' local specie densities. Of special interest

is the measurement of F and H in laser cavities.

a. Theoretical Background and Calibration Equations

The following discussion of the theoretical aspects of the scatter-

ing phenomnena is presented in two parts; the first relating to Rayleigh

scattering; the second relating to Ramnan scattering. Special consideration

is given to developing the calibration equations necessary for use in a field

test diagnostic apparatus. The exciting laser of interest is Xe,

K= 0. 36 4 5 p, although most of the formalism presented below will gener-

ally apply to other wavelengths as well.

7
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(1) Rayleigh Scattering Intensities

Rayleigh scattering intensities depend upon molecular

polarizabilities, the exciting wavelength, the direction of scattering, and,

in a fairly complex fashion, on the state of polarization of the incident

beam.

In the treatment of Rayleigh scattering, the approach of

S. Chandrasekhar (Ref. 2) is followed. Consider an incident beam
of light characterized by a set of Stokes parameters {I,,, I, U, V} form-

ing a four vector. The scattered radiation (I'), intensity and polarization

can be determined from

c' d2 t) (R)(I) dw watt/particle (2)

where the meaning of E' is the four vector emissivity of the scattered

radiation; do) is the solid angle subtended by the detector optics; (R) is

the scattering tensor (4 by 4 matrix); (I) is the four vector incident inten-

sity (watt. cm'2 dt-erndH) and do is the divergenre (snlid ang•) nf fhe

incident xenon laser beam. The scattering geometry is illustrated in

Figure 1.

z

/Y

LASER BEAM

Figure 1. Rayleigh! Raman Scattering
Geomet ry

8
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The scattering matrix R is

S2 .2o

cos 2 + y sin ' 0 0

(R) 3 y( 1 0 0

z( + Zy)
0 0 (1 - Y)cos 0 0

0 0 0 (I - 3y)cos E

(3)

where y is a factor related to the molecular anisotrophy. For isotropic

scattering, as in the case of most atoms, the anisotrophy factor is zero.

It can further be shown that for anisotropic scattering, y s5 1/3, The

scattering coefficient a in equation (2) for anisotropic scattering can be

written as

128T5 2 3(2 + p)
1 -T3y 4 vi 6 - Y7n 1-1 /paricl)

where the depolarization factor pn is defined by

- 1 (5)

and a. is the polarizability. Because of the restrictions on values for y it1

Ocanl M Ye± adily verlified that theIU rangeU VI P kibMILet vaXlues, for thelý dpLarJJiza-

tion factor p is given by

10 -< Pn<•

Assume a Xe laser beam power P (watts) and laser beamn

cross sectional area A. Then

(I du)) =- -Pwatt/cmi12
A

9
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Assume further that the radiometer optics views a length of the laser

beam 2 defining a viewing volume of

3
V =A. cm

Let ni be the local number density of species i. Tire total number of

scatterers in the viewing volume is therefore V . n.i molecules. The total

power scattered into the viewing optics is therefore

P' dw' = , n. . (R) • (P) watt (6)
4T 1

The viewing optics solid angle dw' can be readily determined from the

radiometer aperture area and the distance and 2 is dictated by the desired

spatial resolution. Equation (6) fully describes both the polarization and

power of the Rayleigh scattered radiation. For practical consideration,

equation (6) can be significantly simplified provided wc assume henceforth

that all observations are conducted with linearly polarized laser light at

scattering angles of 90 degrees. For this special case, the scattering

matrix reduces to

3 Y 1 0 0

(R) = 2(l + 2I)
0 0 0

0 0 0 0

In this case the parallel and perpendicular component of the scattered

radiation are

P d' L n 3 (P + P )y watt (6a)
" iT4r i 2(l+Zy)

P, d, U) = n (yP + P,) watt (6b)1. 4 T 4 2(1 +- 2) )

10
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where P and P, are the parallel and perpendicular components of the

incident laser power and P:, dw' and P' dw' the corresponding components

of the scattered radiation. The total Rayleigh scattered laser power is

P' d ' = ( , + P '

d w. n P. 3 1 (,y + 1)P _L + 2 -y } w att (6 c)
i 41T x 2(1 + Zy) {+lP+Nlat(c

Specializing further to the case where the laser beamn plane of polarization

is arranged such that P,, = 0 and P 1 = P, then

P' d d dc' 3(-y + 1) p watt (6d)
i 1 i 2(I + Zy)

It is practical to introduce into equation (6d) observables such as pres-

sures, temperatures, receiver optics transmission Tx and detector sensi-

tivity, S, (amps/watt). The observable scattering signal current follows

then as

Pi T
i. = A. -- .P • dw' T&S xamps (7)

i ip sT.51

where i. is the Rayleigh signal strength (anmps of PM-tube) and the con-
1

stant A. is
1

A. = 1 M 3(y+) N = 2.69 x 10 mlecules/cm3
1 4Tr o 2(1 4 Z m) o

Pi is the partial pressure of species i, T. the temperature and p and T

are standard pressure and temperature. Specifically, at a reference

pressure and temperature po and T the signal current is

i A.T
--ao = 1 ._9s (P £ dw' T S,) amps/torr (8)

P0 p5 0 0

Po T'
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equation (8) can be conveniently used as a calibration equation. Using our

convention for choosing the plane of polarization of the incidence beam and

the angle of observation, the Rayleigh scattering signal in a laser cavity

from a given species is

T (P. £ du' TXSQ) i0o

P T (P P d2 ' T SX) P amps (9)

where the subscripts o refer to the known calibration following

equation (8).

(2) Raman Scattering Intensities

Raman scattering is of particular interest to the detection of

F'2 , 1 1 , and HF in .aser cavities. Although Raman scattering intensities

are generally significantly lower than Rayleigh scattering and exhibit

characteristic wavelength off-sets from the incident radiation, these two

coherent scattering phenomena are closely related and depend on similar

physical parameters. Without any further detailed discussion, it is there-

fore evident that the same calibration equation (8) can be used for Raman

scattering signal strength predictions provided the calibration factor

i /p now refers to Rarnan scatteriag strength rather than to Rayleigh

s catte ring.

Contrary to the case of Rayleigh scattering, the Raman

scattering produces a spectrum specific of the scattering molecule. We

are lhcre primarily interested in the vibrational Raman spectrum. The

Stokes lines appear at longer wavelengths than the exciting wavelength,

corresponding to subtracting the energy of a vibration-rotation quantum

froj the incident photon. Correspondingly, the anti-Stokes line photons

have energy larger than the exciting ph-!otons by the amount of a vibration-

rotation quantum. Anti-Stokes lines can only be obse-ved if the scattering

gas contains molecules in excited states. Therefore, measuring intensity

ratios of Stokes to anti-Stokes lines provides data on ratios of excited state

to ground state populations,

12
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Assuming exciting laser radiation at frequency y and power

P (watts) incident on a concentration n. (cm- 3) then the Raman scattered1
intensity P. do' watts at frequency ( o - ) and into a solid angle d ' at

right angles with the laser beam direction is given by

Pd' ( 8,4p(V v)4 n. 2 h (aZ + -L 2 y d& watts

1 8r.2 lcw

where 2 is the length of the observed laser beam, V, wo are the reduced

mass and vibrational frequency for the scattering molecules, and a', y'

are the derivatives of the spherical and anisotropic polarizabilities,

respectively, This formula assumes the laser radiation to be plane

polarized and the vibration-rotation structure of the Raman spectrum to

be unresolved. Predominantly, then the equation gives the total intensity

of the Q branch of the Raman spectrum.

b. Laboratory Measurements of Raman/Rayleigh Scattering
Strength

The Rainan/Ravleigh st .. (n- efficienc'ics for the syeCie F,

H2, and He were mneasured relative to N2 as a reference in the laboratory
experimental apparatus shown sche 2atically in Figure 2. The laser

source is a TRW developed pulsed xenon laser emitting a. strong UV line

at 0. 36451.L. The laboratory data were obtained with the laser paramet rs

as given in Table I.

This laser has also been operated at pulse repetition rates up to

200 pps for an average power of 0.3 watt. and it is anticipated that the

system is capable of more than 1 watt average power with minor

modification.

Output of the laser is continuously monitored by means of a

dielectric beam splitter (98 to 2 percent) which transmits part of the laser

be-am to a photodiode with suitable neutral density and bandpass filters.

The complete photodiode monitor system was calibrated directly against a

standard tungsten radiation source.

The reflected component of the laser beam is focused into a

scattering test chamber containing the species of interest and is collected

by a Wood's horn light trap. As shown in Figure 2, the laser beam passes

13
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Table I. TRW Xenon Laser

Wavelength 0. 3 64 5 1

Peak Pulse Power 3 kw

Pulse Length 0. 5 psec

Pulse Repetition Rate 50 pps,

Average Power 0. 075 watt

Beam Diameter 5 umm

Plane Polarized (vertical)

vertically through the scattering chamber with the plane of polarization in

the plane of the schematic drawing. However, the scattering chamber and

spectrometer optics are shown rotated 90 degrees so that the Raman/

Rayleigh scattered intensities are, in fact, measured in the direction

normal to the laser beam and the plane of polarization.

Light scattered from the laser beam is focused onto the entrance

slit of the single pass spectrometer and the scattered intensity is meas-

ured by means of a low noise photornultiplier (EvMI 62565). The second

Wood's horn opposite to the spectrometer and the light baffles in the laser

beanm path are to reduce the background light intensity (at 0. 36 45p) caused

by surface reflections to a minimum. It has been estimated that the back-

ground intensity contributed from all sources other than the gas scatter-

ing molecules is equivalent to 1 part in 10b of the input laser intensity.

For the laboratory measurements, both the beam monitor and

scattered signal currents were measured as conventional dc currents

using a time constant of the order of I second to integrate the laser beam 4

and scattered light pulses. In this mode of operation the sensitivity for

Raman intensities measurements is limited by the photonmultiplier dark

current and electronics noise. However, it is readily shown that the

scattering efficiencies can be determined at relatively high laboratory

species concentrations, and that an improvement in signal-to-noise ratio

of the order 10 , and hence in species sensitivity, can be obtained by

adopting the pulsed photon counting rate with synchronous detection.

15_.
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For each species of interest the photodiode monitor current and

scattered signal current were measured in terms of dc ampere as a func-

tion of pressure. For the species N2 , H2 and He the pressures ranged

from a value sensibly zero to 70 psia. Repeat tests generally agreed to

within 5 percent in each case; Figures 3 and 4 show good linearity ii the

relationship of the Rayleigh and Raman scattered signal currents,

respectively, as a function of the test chamber pressure. Error bars

show the estimated confidence in these results. In all cases the data were
-7normalized to a constant laser monitor current of 3 x 10 amperes corre-

sponding to the typical operating parameters given in Table I.

In the case of F 2 , the pressures used ranged from zero to 4 psia

which was sufficient to obtain scattered signal strength comparable to the

3.3

I SIGNAL STRENGIh VS1 PCE
•$ , . AT 22 -C

2-4

D. I

.1

.2 i.1-41 ----1-i-

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

FREE SURE PSIA

Figure 3. Rayleigh Scattering Signal Strength
vs Species Pressure at 22'C
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Figure 4. Raman Scattering Signal Strength vs
Species Pressure at 2Z°C

other species at the high pressures. The enhanced scattering efficiency of

the F molecule is attributable to the resonance Raman effect which had

been anticipated in view of the proximity of the F 2 absorption band to the

xenon laser wavelength.

Table II summarizes the Raman/Rayleigh scattering data in the

form of the expected signal current for a species concentration equivalent

to I torr at normal room temperature (22°C).

Table IIL Rarnan/Rayleigh Signal Strengths (amp/torr)

Species Raman Rayleigh

Hydrogen 1.9 x 10-13 1. 9 x 10-11

Nitrogen 10. 0 X 10-14 8.7 x 10" 11

Hleliurn 9.7 x 1013

Fluorine -Z. 6 x 10-1

17
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These data are specific to the optical system used in the labora-

tory measurements for which the parameters are given in Table lII.

c. Chemical Laser Cavity Measurement Sensitivity

The laboratory data presented earlier can be used to determine

directly the sensitivity of a Rayleigh/Ranman scattering system for poten-

til use on a CL-IIl or other chemical laser cavity. The envisioned sys-

temn consists of the existing IR scanner modified with a radiometer

spectrometer detector and a 1-watt UV Xe-lascr as shown schematically

in Figure 5. A functional block diagram of the complete diagnostic meas-

urement system is presented in Figure 6, The desired spatial resolution

is rnmn in the cavity. Fromn equation (8) the sensitivity for detecting a

species i in the laser cavity by Rayleigh or Raman scattering is

(P. 2 • dw' T18) T
(i/p) = (P. . _Q . (i/p)0 amp/torr

s
0

Bere the calibration factors (i/p)0 armp/torr are 'ho6e determined from

the calibration experiment and listed in 'Table II.

The laser power used in the calibration experiment was

0.075 watt. Using numerical values fromn Table TV one computes

(P - f dw' TXSX) 26 anmp • cm sterad

Xe laser and radiDuneter salient npa_•metcrs for lthe current chemnical

laser cavity using existing hardware are as follows.

'table III. Optics Paraiveters

Scattering Length 2 3. 3 mm

Collection Angle dw' 0. 087 ster

Overall Transmission Tx 0. 25

Detector Sensitivity SX 48,000 amp/watt

18
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INFRARED/VISIBLELI .Tr SCANNER INTERFERENCE FILTERLEN POLARIZER •P FABRY-PEROT

LENS, COUNTER

XENON. XENON LASER
LAERO CAVITY MIRROR

XENON LASE4
CAVITY MIRROR LENS DIAGNOSTIC

CELL

Figure 5. Schematic Showing Xenon-Laser/Infrared/
Visible Light Mapper Experiment for
Measuring Rayleigh and Raman Scattering
Intensities

The radiometer collection solid angle follows from the scanner

lens area (l0 cmr2 ) and observation plane distanice of 1 meter. The

scanner radiometer system is therefore characterized by

(P. 2 . d' T Sd) = 1.a amp . cm • sterad

The scaw.ne-c sensitivity factor is given by

T1 oi/p z - r.-• (i/p)0 am~p/torr (10)

In equation (10), T = 300'K, T is laser cavity local temperature and

calibration factors (i/p)0 are from Table 2. For detection of F., by Raman

scattering, sensitivities near 1.3 x 1O0 arnp/torr. Raman signal

strength for H. is exp)ected to be I x i0o4 amp/torr for the same radiom-

eter optics. However, using Rayleigh scattering strengths, one would

expect I x 10-12 amp/torr for hydrogen. From Table II it is evident that

the helium contributes little to bulk scattering. Therefore, the Rayleigh

scattering is expected to be insensitive to helium concentrations.

19
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Table IV. Calibration Factors

Xe laser pcwer P = 1 watt

-3
Radiometer cfl1ection angle d w' = 10 sterad

Spatial resolution 2 = 1 mm

Overall transmission T= 0.25

Detector sensitivity S 48,000 amp/watt

In order to assess the signal-to-noise problem and permissible

sampling rate, consider an available electronic photon detection system

using a sensor, gated synchronously with the laser pulses as has been

schematically shown in Figure 6. Dark counts for a channeltron photo-

multiplier (type 7500-5303) are approximately 10 counts/second. Since

the Xe-laser is pulsed at a repetition rate of ZOO pps with 0. 5 jtsec indivi-
-4dual pulse length, the on-time of the gated tube is 10 seconds; the effec-

-3
tive backgr'ound count rate is therefore approximately 10 counts/second,

The expected signal/background count rate is therefore very high; how-

ever, the absolute signal count rate is fairly low for the existing system.

If we dcfine the limit of detectability as that species partial pressure at

300'K reference temperature which generates 3 counts per sampling time

At, we find the following relation for instrument sensitivity:

At P 3 eG _ 4.8 x 10 3 torr• sec
limit - T -t i/P

where e = 1. 6 x i0-19 coulomb and G is PM detector gain (106). For

hydrogen, the limiting sensitivity based on the 3 counts/ sampling time

criterion is:

hydrogen (P At) ;z 0. 48 torr • sec (Rayleigh)

hydrogen (P- At) 48. torr sec (Raman)

Similarly, for the detection of F2 by Raman scattering the limit is

molecular fluorine (P At) = 0. 37 torr sec (Ranman)

21
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It is relatively straightforward to improve the sensitivity of the

measurement by up to three orders of magnitude. A factor of 10 sensi-

tivity improvement can be obtained by increasing the power of the existing

scanner by an order of magnitude. This can be accomplished by installing

a 4.5-inch Gassegrain collector which would conserve the basic mechanical

structure of the existing scanner radiometer but require a modest redesign

of the scanner head to accommodate the larger more powerful optics.

Another factor of 10 improvement can be gained from increasing the avail-

able laser power by a factor of 10 by placing the laser cavity internally to

the xenon laser cavity. The combined effect of increase in collector and

laser power should yield sensitivity increase by a factor of 100, i.e.,

hydrogen P At = 5 x 10 torr-sec (Rayleigh)

hydrogen P. At = 0. 5 torr-sec (Raman)

-3
molecular fluorine PAt = 4 x 10 torr-sec (Rarnan)

Aai aiurnate approach of gaiing a factor of 10 in sensitivity is to

decrease the radiometer distance to 0.32 meter. This could be accom-

plished by incorporating an attachment to the existing scanner. A sub-

stantial reduction in scanner collector lens distance from the plane of

observation is quite practical for Rayleigh/Raman scattering since this

experiment does not suffer from parallax effects. Assuming the sensi-

tivities quoted above and employing a reasonable sampling rate of 10 data

points/sec (0. 1 second sampling time),.. the expcted .. e.asuring scnsitivty'

for hydrogen by Rayleigh scattering is 0. 05 torr and for molecular fluorine

is 0. 04 torr by Raman scattering. The sensitivity for detection of hydro-

gen by Raman scattering is 5 torr for identical sampling timnes (0. 1 sec)

and optics parameters. This sensitivity is too low to be of interest for a

practical laser cavity diagnostic device.

In conclusion, Rayleigh/Raman scattering is a feasible technique to

measure concentrations of molecular hydrogen and molecular fluorine in

HF/DF laser cavities with typical sampling rate of 10 data points per

second. This can be achieved by using an xenon UV laser (k = 0. 3 6 4 5 p)

and by modifying an existing scanner for the task of serving as a laser

22
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Rayleigh/Raman scattering scanning radiomete r. Typical detection
-Z

sensitivity of such an instrument would be approximately 4 x 10 torr for

the indicated species. Helium in HF laser cavities appears not to be

detectable with apparatus of practical design. Additionally, the detection

of molecular hydrogen by Raman scattering techniques is marginal at

partial pressure levels to be expected in HF/DF laser cavities. Other i

techniques, such as a high energy electron beam, must be used to detect

helium. On the basis of the data available, we recommend a carefuI

evaluation of the xenon laser Rayleigh/Ro.n•an scattering technique with a

high energy electron beam technique as an alternate approach.

2. HOLOGRAPHIC INT.ERFEROMETRY DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE

Interferometry is one of the more fundamental and basic methods for

the measurement of small optical path length changes (Ref. 3 and 4).

Measurement is in terms of the wavelength of light to a precision, in rnosJ LL
cases, of a small fraction of a wavelength. Changes which can be measured

interferometrically can either be the result of physical motions of a reflect-

ing surface, or the result of refractive index changes. In gaseot!s media,
the refractive iude• relative to vacuunl is directly proportional to the gas /

density (Ref. 5).

Interferometry is a consequence of the wave nature of light.

Specifically it is a result of the fact that light can interfer with itself. •'•.•

A phase difference of 180 degrees between two beams of light: of equal •
intensity results in cancellation or destructive interference. Zero or phase i

/|
shift of multiples •f the wave-length of light results in constructive

reinforcement. All interferometers display the difference in optical path •,

between the two interfering beams in tern]s of a fringe pattern. Dark fringes
• c°nn°te regions of destructive interference. Each fringe traces the loci of i

a constant optical path change.|

Interferometrg is routinely used in the testing of optical equipment and

surfaces, the making of highly precise distance meesurements (the n•eter •----•----"

is defined in terms of the wavelength of red cadium line), and more recently

the tesring of mechanical structures.

Jb=-:
II I " i I " i I i I i I I i I - i i I i i i I I I [ I i '''"'
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Prior to the advent of the visible laser, a wide variety of specialized

interferometers were available. The more famous classical interferometers

include the Mach Zehnder, Twyman Green, Michelson, etc. Multiple beam

interferometers, such as the Tolausky, have been used to measure dis-

tances of the order of 1/100 wavelength of light (Ref. 6). The Mach

Zehnder interferometer is the type most commonly used in the study and

measurement of aerodynamic and gas density phenomena. It has only

recently been suplanted by laser holographic interferometers,

Since this report is concerned only with measurement of path length

variation in a HF/DF chemical laser, the consideration of the Mach

Zehnder interferometer is heuristically valuable. It suffices to explain the

elements of interferometry. Following this discussion, the applicability of

interferometry to the study of the optical region of a chemical laser is

considered. Of importance is the estimation of the amount of phase shift

produced by operational flows of HF/DF chemical lasers. Such an estimate

establishes the applicability of the technique. Finally, the type of inter-

ferometer most suitable to measurements in a chemical laser will be

considered. A promising candidate is the transmnisslon hUoographic inter-

ferometer illuminated with a pulsed ruby laser. This type of interferometer

was developed at TRW and a portable version is in laboratory stock. It

has other features which recommend its choice over the Mach Zehnder.

a. Mach Zehnder Interferometer

A Mach Zehnder interferometer is shown schematically in

Figure 7. In this interferometer, the input monochromatic beam is

divided into two cornponcnts. One com-putrint, the :test. beam''., passes

through thevolume of interest, shown as the flow from a nozzle bank. The

other component, the "comparison beam, " passes around the event. In may

many cases the comparison beam. is passed through a cell identical with the

one in the test beam. This later feature makes true differential measure-

ments possible. A second beam splitter recombines the test and comparison

beamns, permitting the two to interfere with one another. The resulting

interference pattern portrays the retardations of the test beam relative to

the comparison beam in terms of an interference pattern.
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&IONtL)CHROMATIC
SC'URL: OF 50,-50 BEAM SPLITTER MIRRORWAVELENGTH X

"COM•PARISON BEAM"

DUE TO BEAM TILT
(NO FLOW)

FLOWRCRORS50/50 SPLITTER HYPOTHETICAL FRINGE

GAS FO ACOSPATTERN OUF. 10 FLOW

TEST BEAM AND TILT

Figure 7. Schematic of Mach Zehnder Interferorneter
used in Diagnosing Gas Flow

A simple interference pattern is produced whenever the twvo beams

pass through on~e another at a small grazing angle. Such a pattern is

shown in Figure 7. The fringe spacing A can be shown to be related to

the angle of tlit 0 of the two beams according to the equation (11):

Ssin 0 (/2

2

where X is the wavelength of the ligh~t passed through the interferometer.

Such a fringe pattc L-n, in the parlence of inte rfv'ronietry, i3 called a
'rfiitet frinuge pattern.7. In a Mach Zehnder interferometer, parallelism of

the fringe pattern caused by beam tilt, is also a testimony of the optical

flatnless and homogen~uity of the elements of the interfer'ometer.

Careful adjustment of the mirrors decreases the number of finite

fringes to zero. Such a pattern is called a "zero order fringe pattern."

In practice it is very difficult to achieve since the mirrors have to be aligned

to at least a tenth of a wavelength. Typically Mach Zehnder interferometers

arS used with a finite fringe pattern. Variations in the detnsity of the gas

"in the test beam pate produce fringes in the output beam pattern. Neighboring

fringes denote a change in phase of a full wavelength. The phase change

suffered by each wave is the change in path divided by the wavelength of

light. This ratio expresses the relative phase change in terms of wave-

lengths. A hypothetical pattern has been traced in Figure 7.
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b. Phase Shift and Interferometer Sensitivity

In any transmission interferometer (like the one shown in

Figure 7) path change is only varied by changes in gas density. Optical

path, however, is the product of the index of refraction and the physical

path. Since the gas density can vary locally, the product must be inte-

grated to get the net path variation along individual portions of the test

beam. In the most general case the phase change in terms of the wave-

length of light passed through the interferometer is5:

S J'(n dz

where n 2 refers to the index of refraction along the test beam, and nI

is the index of refraction along the identical comparison beam. Values

for the refractive index of different gases are available in the handbooks

(Ref. 7). Values of interest to the HF chemical laser have been repro-

duced in Table V. Also included in the table are values of the Gladstcne-

Dale constant and the interferometric sensitivity of the gas at the wave-

length value of a ruby laser (0. 6943 micron). In all calculations, it is

assumed that the index of refraction of a gas, relative to that of vacuum

(i.e., 0 vac = 1), is directly proportional to the gas density N, namely,

n - 1 K- IN

The constant of proportionality K is called the Giadsione-Diie constant.

It can be interpreted as the refractive index of a molecule per cubic

centimeter of volume. Its units are cubic centimveters. This constant is

computed by dividing the difference between the index of refraction of the

gas and that of vacuum by the Loschnnidt number (the number of molecules

per unit volume of an ideal gas at 00C and at normal atmospheric pressure

N = 2. 68719 x 10 1 9 nlolecules/c.1 ).
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Table V. Interferometer Constants of Gases of
Interest to HF Chemical Lasers

770 S/P Po
Refra~ctive Interferometer Sensiti-

Index at 00 C, K vity in Waves per Cm,
760 mn Hn , Gladstone Dale per Atmosphere at 0'

Gas 0. 589P- Constant cm 3  at 0.6943 -'

Dry Air 1.0002926** 1. 0889 x 10- 2- 3  3.8

N 2  1.000297 1. 105 x 10-23 3

0*Z 1.000516 1. 920 xlo- cm

H 2 and D 2 1.000132 0,491 x 10 2 -3

F2 1. 000108 0.402 x 10 cm

F 1.000054 0.201 x 10- 2 3 cm3

He 1. 000036 0. 134 x 103 cm3

HF 1.0001 ._

Wavelength sodium D lines are 0. 588953 and 0. 5895923u, respectively.

Variation in index with wavelength for air is small; n = 1. 0002825while nred -- 1.0002754. blue

For mixtures of gases the resultant index is the sum of the

individual constituents:.

n - I K.N. (4)

Multiplication of equation (14) by the total density of molecules enables one

to express the change in index in terms of the mole fractions (Xi) of the

individual constituents; that is,

n- I It K ) = NZ K. Xi (15)
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.Substitution of equation (15) into eq-.ation (12) shows in principle how an

interferogram yields gas density. The above equations and the values

-listed in Table V enable a calculation of the path variation expected when

an operating HF/DF chemical laser is put into the test beam. In this case

the following expression can be derived from equation (12):

KS=K (ZKiX.) - ij L (16)

wne r e

subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the comparison and test scenes,
respectively, and a "uniform" slab of gas is considered

P1 = P 2 (comparison and test cavity pressures are equal)

1 =1 2 (comparison and test cavity temperatures are equal)

X. the mole fraction of the ith specie

N z the number density of the gas in the cavity

N = Loschmidt's number (2.7 c 1019 particless'cc) i.e.,
o number density at standard conditions

3
K = particle refractivity, cm (recall that n - 1 = KN)

K = particle refractivity for nitrogen0

L, = the length of the optical paih

radiation wavelength.

In each case the wavelength will be that of a ruby laser. The subscript 1

rcfers to a chamber identical to the test chamber but placed in the corn-

parisotn beanm path and containing nonflowing gas or a vacuum. The sub-

script 2 refers to the test chamber. Later it will be seen that for a holo-

graphic interferometer the test and comparison waves are simply separate

This assumption is not crucial to the final results as will be shown later.28
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exposures of the hologram. Several example cases have been calculated

using the flow compositions typical of early chemical laser devices (e. g.,

CL-I). Two operating conditions are considered; operation with pure

nitrogen as the diluent (Case I), and operation with helium as diluent (Ca,'e 11).

In addition the effects of helium and nitrogen in the comparison chamber

were also calculated. For these calculations, the active volume or cavi~,

length was taken to be I meter in physical length and the operating pressure

was 0- atmospheres (7.6 torr). The results are tabulated in Table VI.

Table VI. Average Fringe Shift Expected in an I-IF
Chemical Laser at 0. 6943g

Cae So 11 A fl l 2 Z) (x 110 (cm) (a (ANrit. "so (rn) (atm) lFri ag, N'...

0.62 0.05 0 0.33 1.0 0 100 0- 2 -1,9
0.62 0.05 0 0.33 0 0 100 10- 2 2.6 004

0.6Z 0.05 0.33 0 0 1.0 100 l0- 10.9
2 - 7(.07

0.62 0.05 0.33 0 0 0i Ih) i-t '1 0. 07

)c laefrs tro come parison chamber,

The next to last column lists the predicted maximum amount of

fringe shift. Inspection shows that the greatest number is produced when

comparison is made against a vacuum or when (NT 2)c arid (XHe)c are

zero. F or a 0-centimeterphysical p-"ath length, the number of fringes

is sufficient to test for optical uniformity as well as visualize aspects of

the flow. This is more credible when one recalls that conventional inter-

ferometric devices arc sensitive to path changes of 1/10 of a wavelength

of light.

Differentiation of equation (16) enables calculation of the minimum

sensitivity of the interferomneter under the same cases listed in Table VI;

"AN AS (17)
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Note that the expression does not depend on comparison beam conditions.

Values of the minimum density variation are iisted in the last column of

TableVI. They show that for a 100-centimeter-long IIF/DF laser cavity, the

minimumn density variations are 4 and 7 percent, respectively, for the two

conditions considered, assuming a minimum decernable fringe shift of i/10k.

For a laser cavity of 20 centimeters length (e.g., CL I1) the

gross changes are effectively one-fifth those of the 100-centimeter cavity.

Minimum density sensitivity is five times less. An interferometric

measurement then appears more marginal; however, sensitivity could be

increased by using light of shorter wavelength. One very attractive

approach is to use a modified ruby laser as the intetferometer illuminator.

Not only is the ruby laser of short duration (0. 05 microsecond typical]y)

but the output wavelength can be converted into ultraviolet light by the pro-

cess of frequency doubling. The short duration essentually freezes any

aerodynamic phenomena. Radiation of half the wavelength doubles the sen-

sitivity of any interferometer. Experiments have already been conducted

using simultaneously both the primary red radiation (0. 6943 micron) and

the doubled ultraviolet (0. 3472 micron) radiation from a ruby laser to

illuminate a simple holographic interferometer (Ref. 8). The experiments

verifies the ability to make such interferometric measurements. The

doubled frequency light from a ruby laser is in a region of the spectra where

many optical materials become absorptive. Quartz windows and lenses

are necessary.

Multiple beam interferometers offer an additional method of

increasing the sensitivity of the interferometric examination process. The

Tolansky interferometer has already been mentioned (Ref. 6). Work has

also been done, under sponsorship of NASA, on increasing the sensitivity of

the holographic process (Ref. 9).

Shocks and turbulences will further increase the fringe shifts over

the values given in Table VI.

C. Intcrferorneter Selection for H]F/DV Laser Cavities

The previous section showed that information about the optical

homogeneity and gas density variations in a large HTF chemical laser could

result from a visible interferometric exanxit' 'tion. The choice then is one of

finding the best interferometer for the application. Presently the choice is
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dictated by availability. TRW has developed and gained considerable

experience in the area of holographic interferometry. One such inter-

ferometer is readily availaL-e. It was originally developed for the recording

of transmission holograms of liquid rocket engine combustion (Ref. 1O). It

has also been used for the recording of double exposure holographic interfero- ,

grams of aerodynamic phenomena, and more recently, to record path length

variations in atmospheric electrically excited CO 2 gas lasers (Ref. Ii).

A photograph of this interferometer is shown in Figure 8 and

Figure 9 shows a schematic of the optical train. Figure 8 shows the hole-

camera with the illuminating ruby laser mounted on the main support column.

More recently the Q switched laser has been mounted separately. The

holocamera is portable and has a relatively large scene volume. As shown

in the above illustrations, the scene volume will accept a laser cavity

22 inches (55 centimeters) long. The scene volume can be easily increased.

Removal of one of the focusing lenses permits lengthing the holocamera,

and increases the scene volume length to 48 inches (120 centimeters).

The optics in the existing system are unfortunately absortive at

0. 34 micron. As a result the holocamera can only be used at the function 1

wavelength of the ruby laser (0.6943 1.).

Figure 8. TRW Holocamera Apparatus Developed Under
NASA Contract (Courtesy NASA)
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Holographic interferograms are recorded by the double exposure

process, The first exposure records the "comparison scene". The

second exposure records the test scene with its accompanying nonunifor-
mities. The reconstruction of the hologram recreates the two wavefronts

simultaneously with the result that the interference phenomenon is seen.
The result is no different from that which would be obtained from a zero

order fringe Mach Zehnder interferometer. Holographic interferometers

of the type shown in Figure 9 are truely differential interferometers, as a

result they are not (unlike the Mach Zehnder) dependent upon precision

optics or windows. Further, they permit the incorporation of a ground

glass diffuser in the scene path. This ground glass makes possible a
continuous variety of viewing angles, permitting sampling of the optical

path length changes over the continuum of angles permitted by the focusing
lense set and hologram size. In contrast, a Mach Zehnder interferometer

gives only one view through the gasesous pheneomena.

In conclusion, holographic interferometry appears to be a viable
cavity diagnostic technique when employed on larger chemical laser devices

where the optical path leagth Is on the order of I meter. However, the
method has marginal utility, i.e., it produces extremely small fractions of
a fringe, when used in conjunction with current, smaller chemical laser

systems unless modifications are made to existing interferometry devices
and techniques to extend the state of the art. This is caused principally by
the relatively short optical path length and very low density gases in the

lasing region of the smaller laser devices.
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SECTION III

LASER SYSTEM DESIGN

The second task in the subject program involved the design and

fabrication of an advanced chemical laser system, designated CL Ill.

Important considerations in a total chemical laser system design

included power and weight of the cavity pumping equipment. It is advan-

tageous to operate at high cavity pressure and high injector nozzle throat

Reynolds numbers (approximately 2700 as compared to 300 characteristic

of the earlier CL I device) so that the boundary layers are thin, thus pre-

serving total pressure recovery potential. BoLh of the above requirements

lead to designs in which the reactant mixing process is likely to be the rate-

limiting step in the laser pumping chemical reaction. The ratio of this

pumping rate to the deactivation rate is a parameter which has a major

influence on laser efficiency and power output. It is, therefore, essential

that the mixing be rapid, implying that the process should be turbuilent.

Furthermore, since reactant mixing with the least possible loss in

total pressure while maintaining high axial velocity is desired, a con-

figuration consisting of alternate parallel streams of fuel and oxidizer

is suggested. The arrangement is' shown schematically in Figure 10.

The mixing angle, a, is a rnesaure of the rapidity of mixing and depends,

at subsonic speeds at least, on the velocity difference between the two

streams (see Section III. 3. b (Z). The greater the velocity difference,

FUEL

OXIDIZER

FUEL Figure 10. Alternate Parallel
Stream Mixing Concept

OXIDIZER
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the greater the spreading angle. Unfortunately, the total pressure loss

also increases with this difference.

Because of the necessity for a compromise in the two effects just

discussed and also because of the lack of experimental information on

mixing at supersonic speeds, it was decided to design an advanced cavity

injector that could achieve a large range of conditions that influence

mrixing.

In the following sections, the CL III cavity injector concept is first

described followed by a discussion of the related laser system hardware.

The design analyses performed in arriving at the CL III laser configura-

tion are then presented.

1. CL III CAVITY INJECTOR DESCRIPTION

The CL III cavity injector represents a first attempt to deal with the

problems of parallel stream mixing and scaling the HF/DF chemical laser

to a high power device while retaining good pressure recovery potential.

The design reflects application of the conclusions regarding advanced

laser design contained in reference I and summarized as follows:

(I) Preclude ground state entrainment from the lasing zone

(2) Enhance turbulent jet mixing by gas injection velocity
control

To date, small scale chemical laser cavity injectors have depended

upon large viscous boundary layers in a hot atomic fluorine stream and

a free-jet HZ stream to provide large velocity gradients to induce the

turbulent mixing processes. These small scale, low Reynolds number

devices do not lend themselves readily to scaling to higher powers,

particularly where pressure recovery from the supersonic flow stream

is required. A flexible cavity injector design was required which could

provide a range of flow conditions for the study of turbulent mixing pro-

cesses at high Reynolds number and the interaction of such a high

Reynolds number flow with the laser optics and pressure recovery

devices. Based upon the premise that the chemical laser mixing proc-

esses are turbulent as opposed to laminar diffusion, an injector design

which could provide large ielative velocity differences between H2 and

F streams was conceived.
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The design concept presented herein is based upon observation,

analysis, and testing of the TRW CL II chemical laser system under ARPA/

AFWL Chemical Laser Technology Contract. Other sources of design

data included a literature search of empirical and analytical data of

parallel stream mixing criteria, cold flow nozzle tests, boundary layer

analysis programs and pressure recovery cornsiderations.

a. Design Objectives

The ideal chemical laser system would supply a uniform super-

sonic flow of fluorine atoms, helium or N2 diluent, and hydrogen,

instantaneously mixed at a stoichiometric mixture ratio and at a static

temperature which optimizes production/deactivation rate ratios. The

population inversion of the HF* molecules would be formed at the

entrance to the optical cavity in a uniform flow field free of shocks and

pressure gradients. Supersonic velocities would be sufficiently high to

lengthen the region of population inversion such that a high power beam

c~ould be extracted without undue loading on the cavity mirrors.

Obviously, the ideal cavity injector cannot be attained within

the current state of the art. The CL III laser xwas designed to study

methods of increasing turbulent mixing processes, effects of nozzle

exit temperature, and net mixed velocity on lasing efficiency. The

following basic design criteria were established:

* The device should be flexible, allowing for different
operating modes which provide widely varying
velocities of the h 2 and F jets as well as a range
of nozzle exit temperatures and dilution ratios.

"* The device should be capable of supplying preheated
HZ at high mach number and velocity. DF combus-
tion will be used to preheat tie H-i2 stream.

"* Combustion pressures should be in excess of 100 psia
to provide a flow field consistent with pressure
recovery requirements. Nozzle viscous boundary
layers should be reduced to values constituting a
small percentage of the flow.

* The nozzles should be designad to account for boundary
layer buildup, area ratios increa.sing as dictated by
an analysis of boundary layer thickness.
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"* The nozzle area ratio should be designed to closely
match the exit pressure to the expected cavity
pres sure.

"* The lasing zone should 6e confined within a suitable
lasing cavity to preclude entrainment of ground
state HF into the supersonic flow stream.

b. Parametric Design Study

A parametric analysis was performed to provide data on the
required comb'zstor DF flows, diluent division between H 2 and F corn-

bustors, operating temperatures, throat area, nozzle parameters and

cavity injection velocity. Approximately 100 thermochernistry and

isentropic nozzle flow computations were performed. These computations

were then corrected for boundary layer and heat loss considerations. The

resulting parametric operating curves a.ýe presented later in this section.

From these analyses, the CL III design was selected which pro-

vides the capability of operation over a wide range of£ varying conditions.

Table VII presents several of the possible sets of operating conditions

including the predic.. ted nuozzle exit velocity and velocity ratios for a

combustor chamber pressure of 75 psia.

c. Design Description

The CL III cavity injector concept is shown in the three-

dimensional cutaway of Figure 11 and the hardware assemblies are

shown in Figures 12 through 14. The device includes two combustors,

two cold gas injectors for D2 , F 2 and diluent, and a single nozzle bank.

The top combuStor shown in Figure 11 atomic fluorine is the source. D.,

Fz and diluent are mixed to produce the desired initial temperature and

quantity of fluorine atoms. The combustor supplies 11 separate plenums

and fluorine injection nozzles. The combustor centerline is perpendicular

to the nozzle flow axis. This right angle canted nozzle configuration is

common in rocket engine applications where space and geometry con-

straints dictate.

The bottom combustor supplies D2 and F. under stoichiometric

conditions and diluent as a preheating gas source for Hl2. The H2 injec-

tion occurs at the entrance to the throat convergence section through

five 0.0 10 inch orifices per H2 plenum in each of 12 separate plenums.
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Figure 12
Partially Assembled

grCL 3. Inenjector

SII

Figure 13. CL III Injector Assembly

.5 -)

Figure 14. CL III Cavity Injector Showing Nozzle Exit and
Vortex Generators
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Typical chamber stay times for the -2 are calculated to be 5 to 8 micro-

seconds. Worst case calculations for IiF/DF isotope exchange rates

indicate such stay times to be conservative by approximately one order

magnitude at 2000 K.

Plenum temperatures up to 2500'K are attainable for both H-

and F injection with operating pressures up to 150 psia.

In view of the lack of experimental information on mixing at

supersonic speeds, it was decided to augment the flexibility built into the

basic injector design by the addition of vortex generators to the base

between the two nozzles. The vortex generator configuration shown in

Figu:tre 11 generally follows that described in reference 12. There, it is

shown that the generators approximately double the turbulent spreading

angle, but since the experiments were done at subsonic speeds, there is

uncertainty of their efficacy under the present conditions. It iv recog-

nized that vortex generation will produce some shock and expansi, s.is
in the lasing region that may have deleferious effects on beam qu'li"-.

This point needs to be investigated experimentally in more detail.

Cooling of the vortex generators, which are an integral part of

the copper nozzles, is provided by a cooling passage in the copper nozzle

wall supplied from a manifold at the top and bottom of the nozzle bank,

Should the generators prove ineffectqve or should they no' be needed,

the design is such that they can easily be rtmov'ed.

Plenum wall and nozzle throat cooling water are supplied from

manifolds located at the back side of the cavity injector main body.

Cooling water is fed through the plenum walls to the nozzle throat and

back out through the plenum walls to an outlet manifold.

The design requires only two mechanical seals at the injector to

combustor interfaces. The combustors are high temperature brazed to

the cavity injector body. The cavity injector is fabricated fromn a single

block of ccpper. The nozzles and plenums are formed by EDM techniques.

The cavity injector exit is 1. 5 inches in height by 8 inches long.

An O-ring seal is provided for attachment to a 12 x 12 x 32 inch optical

cavity box with removable top, bottom and side plates. This cavity box
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provides for laser diagnostics, traversing pressure probes, stable

resonator and unstable confocal oscillator attachment, and installation of

pressure recovery diffuser configurations.

Control of oxidizer and fuel combustors is totalLy independent as

well as the percentage split of diluent between combustor fuel, and

oxidizers. Nitrogen or helium diluent can be used in either combustor.

The percentage of total heat lost to the combustor and plenum

walls was computed to be comparable to the CL II device. Ultimately,

percentage heat losses can be reduced in the larger devices. In this case,

however, reduction of heat loss has been sacrificed for flexibility of

operation (total. separation of oxidizer and fuel combustors and plenums).

The isentropic parametric design study presented in Section IV

suggests a nozzle area ratio of 24/1 for both H 2 and F nozzles. When

corrected for bourrtdary layer considerations, the geometric area ratio

becomes 30/1. The cavity injector was designed with two-dimensional

nozzles 1. 5 inches high with 0.0095-ich throat width. and 0.285-inch

exit width.

2. LASER SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

a. Propellant Feed System

Gaseous reactants are supplied to the CL III combustors as

shown in the propellant circuit schematic of Figure 15. Plumbing of the

CL III combustors and cavity injector is shown in Figure 16. The diluent

circuits are plumbed to allow helium or nitrogen to be used in either

combustor (i. e., heliam may be used in the F 2 comnbustor and nitrogen

in the H heater combustor).

All reactants and diluents, except for fluorine, are supplied by

pressurized K-bottles, The fluorine is stored as a liquid and during test-

ing, the storage tank is pressurized with helium to expell the liquid. The

liquid fluorine s then vaporized in a heat exchanger. A bank of K-bottles

in the circuit is employed as an accumulator to dam-ip out surges in the

fluorine circuit caused by variations in the liquid-gas interface level in

the heat exchanger.
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Flow control and flow rate measurement are achieved by

calibrated sonic control orifices in each propellant and diluent circuit.

Flow rate calculations are performed employing the methods of refer-

ence 13.

b. Coolant Water Feed System

Deionized water is used for laser hardware, mirror and calorim-

eter cooling as shown in Figure 17. Two separate coolant circuits are

employed; a high pressure system for hardware cooling and a low pres-

sure system for calorimeter water and mirror cooling. Flow control and

flow rate measurement to the hardware are achieved by calibrated cavitat-

ing venturies in each circuit fed from a common manifold.

c. Optical Cavity

Figures 18 and 19 show the installation of the CL III laser within

the 12 x 12 x 32-inch cavity box. Adjustable laser cavity sidewalls for

prevention of entrainment by the jet and recirculation of ground state

HF from downstrearn are shown in place. The divergence angle of the
sidewalls (or shrouds) may be altered by a mechanism external to the

cavity box. The angle is set to obtain as nearly as possible a constant

pressure expansion. Four pressure transducers are installed along the

cavity sidewall to obtain a pressure profile through the lasing zone and

slightly downstream.

d. Optics

The CL III optical system was a hole outcoupled stable cavity.

The GFE spherical back mirror was 6 inches in diameter with a 3-meter

spherical radius. The mount for this mirror was remotely adjustable

in two planes by means of a 28 vdc driving motor and screw linkage as

shown in Figure 20. A position potentiometer was attached to the hori-

zontal adjustment motor shaft and calibrated prior to test to obtan Xc

values versus potentiometer output voltage.

The second GFE mirror was a 20 percent hole outcoupled flat

mirror, shown in Figure 21. This mirror was also remotely adjustable

in two planes, for final adjustment of the optical axis under vacuum

conditions. Deionized water was supplied to both the spherical and

20 percent outcoupled flat mirror for cooling.
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Figure IS- Installation of CL III Lacer in Cavity Box

Figuare 19. Closeup of CL ill Laser in Cavity Box
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Figure 20. Mirror Mount

Figure Z1. 20% Hole Outcoupled Flat Mirror
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The mirror enclosures were attached to the cavity box through

metal isolation bellows and were supported by a rigid optical bench as

shov, a in Figure 22. Dry nitrogen was used to purge the mirror enclo-

sures and the lasing zone through the bellows. Mirror purges were set

at flow rates of 2. 0 to 4. 0 grams per second through each enclosure.

e. Calorimeter

The TRW cone calorimeter is shown in Fig Aure 23. The internal

cone exposed to the outcoupled laser beam was fabricated from OFHG

copper and blackened for low reflectance. The outer shell was fabricated

from low thermal conductivity lucite to reduce heat losses from the cool-

ant water. Flow passages around the calorimeter were wound in a

helical pattern to preclude local uncooled areas on the copper cone.

Straightener vanes were provided at the apex to recover pressure and

avoid local cavitation of the discharge water. The calorimeter was

instrumented with separate turbine flowmeters and inlet and outlet

thermocouples installed to produce a AT measurement.

Z--

Figure 22. Mirror Enclosure Mounting
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Figure Z3. TRW Cone Calorimeter Installation

3. DESIGN ANALYSES

The design of the CL III laser system involved a series of parametric
analyses consisting of thermochemical combustion and isentropic nozzle

flow calculations followed by a fluid mechanics analysis to determine

nozzle boundary layer characteristics and parallel stream mixing
.oetialbi U'insll, 1etl±1U2 - LL U t1

j~tJI.AILCJb. Lid..~y UeLa± tiieriiiai and fu LLesa dsid'Lyben were pei -

formed on the selected baseline laser configuration operating under a

variety of postulated test conditions.

a. Parametric Design Analyses

The design goals for the CL III laser may again be summarized
as follows:

aA

* Flexibility involving a wide range of flow conditions
of both fuel and oxidizer allowing for study of
effects on mixing
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"* Higher combustion pressures providing a flow field
consistent with pressure recovery requirements
and reduction of nozzle viscous boundary layers

"* Nozzle exit pressures matched to laser cavity
pressure. Nozzle design must include viscous
boundary layer considerations

"* Near stoichiometric mixture of 12 and F in lasing
cavity

" Total confinement of lasing zone gases for elimina-
tion of entrainment

The first step in the design of the actual hardware meeting the

above requirements was a parametric analysis involving thermochemical

combustion calculations for various values of p = DF + diluent/F 2 or

LP' = DF + diluent/Hi and combustor temperatures as well as isentropic

nozzle flow calculations for above conditions.

The parametric calculations were performed using well estab-

lished TRW thermochemistry and nozzle flow computer programs for

the H2 combustor/injector with varying amounts of He diluent and the

F combustor/injector with varying He diluent and again with N2 diluent.

Results of these calculations are presented in Figures 24 through 29.

As can be seen from the parametric curves, an aerodynamic

area ratio of approximately 24/I reasonably satisfies a wide range of LP

and p' for both the oxidizer and fuel cavity injectors, respectively, for

a pressure ratio P /P of 750 (1 c = 150 psia, P = 10 torr). Basedc ex cex

upon a minimum practical throat slit width of approximately 0. 0 10, and

area ratio of 30/1 (aerodynamic + displacement thickness) both fuel

and oxidizer nozzles were sized identically. Using prior empirical

data as a basis, a cavity diluent ratio

total diluent + DF
F2

of approximately IZ. 8 was chosen.

Several design operating points were thus selected using the

above criteria. A range of operating conditions for F and H 2 cavity

injectors was defined which would provide relative velocity ratios

between streams ranging from 0. 59 to 2. 6. Absolute values of exit
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velocity could be varied from ? 100 to 10, 000 ft/sec. The following

section presents the analysis of the various operating conditions and

summarizes the nominal conditions including molar flow rates of each

constituent, the combustor temperature, the core flow exit conditions

and the boundary layer properties. All cases have been corrected for

estimated heat loss.

b. Fluid Mechanics Analysis

(1) Boundary Layer and One-Dimensional Mixing Calculation

Nozzle boundary layer and one-dimensional mixing analyses

were performed for each of the run conditions selected from the para-

metric study described previously. The calculations utilized the two-

dimensional nozzle boundary layer program described in Appendix III

of reference 14. The properties of the mixed flow in the lasing cavity

were then calculated with and without heat release. The mixing calcula-

tion is based upon an isentropic expansion of the nozzle flows from the

nozzle exit static pressure (P ex) to the specified ca.vity pressure (P 1 ).

The expanded flows are then assumed to mix with conservation of con-

tinuity, rnomentum and total enthalpy. When chemical reaction is

included in the mixing, it is assumed that all possible HF or DF fornma-

tion occurs. The results of the computations are given in Tables Viii

and IX.

The calculations of Table VIII are based upon combustor

pr-ebsa-eb Of 715 psia ajdd 4 a 4ib• Lavity Pressure Of 5 torJ . CalculativTns

for each of 10 selected run conditions are included. Nozzle exit condi-

tions, mixed flow properties prior to heat addition and flow properties

following HF formation are presentcd.

Table IX presents six selected flow condition calculations

for comnbustor pressures of 150 psia.
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(Z) Prediction of Turbulent Spreading Angles

Operating conditions which lead to rapid mixing of the

fluorine--containing and hydrogen-containing streams are necessary in

order to achieve maximnum lasing power. Factors which influence the

mixing rate are the velocity and density differences between the two

streams, the respective stream Mach numbers, the heat release through

chemical reaction, the wakes of the intervening boundary layers, and the

geometry of the base wall separating the boundary layers at the nozzle

exits. A detailed analysis of the mixing region is desirable and with some

limitations is feasible, but development of a large computer code for this

purpose lies outside of the scope of the present study. For this reason

simplified correlations of experimental data. were employed for the pur-

pose of giving direction to the selection of the hardware geometry and

flow conditions which yield the best mixing.

A condition necessary to optimize mixing is that the mixing

region itself be turbulent. The mixing layer is more unstable than the

boundary layer because of the presence of an inflection point in the veloc-

ity profile. Furthermore, the boundary layer is nearly transitional in

the present case, and with the added vortex generators, the mixing layer

should be turbulent. Assuming that this condition is fulfilled, the mixing

layer is expected to grow linearly with an initial thickness as large, or

less than, the gap height between nozzles. A larger thickness is more

likely if vortex generators are uscd in thl" gap to destroy the two-

dimensionality of the flow and thereby enhance the mixing. * T11.-he down-

stream extent over which the boundary layers tend to retard the mixing

is also reduced for the same reason. The present analysis thus considers

the mixing to be quantitatively close to predictions for uniform parallel

streams of different density, -elocity and Mach number. Experimental

[*

If the gap is simply closed by a flat base plate, the flow situation is very
similar to a wake flouw behind a supersonic wedge at angle of attack. The
wall boundary layer flow will expand above a recirculation zone into the
gap after separating from the base plate neai the corner. Reattachment
will occur one to two base heights downstream and a turbulent core
ap~proximately half a can height in thickness will form1 the origin of the
mixing layer.
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evidence indicates that the mixing rate is most strongly dependent on the

velocity ratio between the streams.

It should be noted that the referenced spreading angle is

described by a line defining the progression of 5 percent concentration

of one constituent into the other. Although considerable empirical data

regarding this progression exists as summarized below, detailed quan--

titative data regarding concentration profiles and microscale mixing with-

in the boundaries of the turbulent mixing region is not currently available.

The uncertainty regarding the length required to completely mix the

reactants in the lasing cavity remains a major uncertainty in the CL III

design.

Data from several sources where both streams are of equal

density are presented in Figure 30 for the total included spreading angle

a of the mixing layer as a function of the velocity ratio u z/u < I1; the

normalizing angle a is the spreading angle at u 2/uI = 0 where e =
o 21o

0. 36. A theoretical curve derived by Abramovich (Ref. ]5) is also pre-

sented and is secn to represent a lower bound to the data. The curve is

represented by the relation a./ 0o = (I - u 2 /u1 )/( + u2 /u 1 ) which was used

in the present analysis.

P0 MILES AN D SHIH (REF. 18)
-i - 7 0 SPENCER AND JONES (REF. 19)

_P 1  - 6* WBROWN AND ROSHKO

LL BAKER AND WEINSTEIN (REF. 20)
S .0.36

1.0L _'-• J I FA •• ivB L ],R

"A I FOR NON UNITY VALUES

0 OF p2/o___
a0% P21

P1  7 .
%Q 0

I ___ -",/.0
o 1 + uiu 1 2

0 (PREDICTION) u ul
U /U 1.

Figure 30. Effect of Velocity Ratio on Spreading Rate
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The effect of density ratio on the spreading angle was

studied by Brown and Roshko (Ref. 16) and data points for p 2 /p 1 = 7 and

pa/p 1 = 1/7 are also presented in Figure 30. The data show that increas-

ing the density on the low speed side of the flow increases the spreading

angle. The present application lies closer to the larger value of uz/U1

studied and, hence, the constant density spreading angle was scaled by

a multiplication factor (I + 0. 1 n p 2 /pI) obtained from the Brown and

Roshko data (Ref. 16) at u /uI = 1/\17. However, since the largest

density ratios are typically less than 5, the effect on the spreading angle

is at most 15 percent by this relation. Brown and Roshko also showed

that the effects of Mach number difference and density difference between

the two streams are separate and distinct; unfortunately, good under-

standing of both effects is yet to be achieved. Some effects of Mach

number and chemical heat release on the mixing rate were studied experi-

mentally by Sanderson and Steel (Ref. 17) with the conclusions that: (1)

Mach number has little influence on the mixing rate, and (2) heat release

can appreciably increase the rate when the velocity difference is small.

No corrections for Mach number and heat release are considered here.

Predicted spreading angles for several hypothetical condi-

tion are shown in Table X and a typical example is shown graphically in

Figure 31.

c. Thermal and Stress Analyses

(1) Thermal Analysis

I-Heat loss estimates for the CL Ill were arrived at primarily

by scaling from the CL 11 device (Ref. 1). Calculations of maximum wall

temperatures were made using a thermal model and grid network.

Prior to beginning the heat loss analysis, the CL 1I heat loss

results were summarized. Data from the CL II 1 x 7 nozzle was used.

Figure 32 presents. the CL II 1 x 7 combustor and nozzle heat loss data

over a range of total mass flow rates.
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Figure 32. C1 11 Hlat Loss/Total Weight Flow Correlation

The con-ibustor losses were scaled to CL III flows directly

using the exponent derived. from the slope of the curve of Figure 32

rQ ý:na 7). For determining the ple 'nurn losses, the cornbustor scaling

criteria again was applied taking into account the flow area, wetted peri-

meter, hydraulic diameter, and surface area factors as given iii

equation (17). Throat losses were scaled from the CL 1I 1 x 7 results

using equation ('18) and the slope of .lie curve from Figure 32 (L I,' =D1

The following relations decrIved from the Bartz pipe flow heat loss
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equation with the AF, xponent derived empirically from Figure 32 were

used for scaling to the CL-III run conditions:

Combustor and Plenum Heat Loss

CLIIIf L \'CL1l DA (Z
niC-Ill\ 7w .

(• - -T) CL-Ill/ (T C-T) CL-lI (17)

sCL-I_ C W

wh e r e

Af Flow cross section area

PDH 4 Af/wetted perimeter

A Surface area in contact
S

T c Gas temperatureC

T - Wall temperature

(a) Nozzle Heat Loss

/-,.T \. . /Af I.5 D tDTCL -II.2

(T -T ) CL-1I (18)

Tabl T CL1

TbeX! sunmmrarizes the estimated heat loss values

for a typical run conidition (Number 1) given in Table VII,
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Table XI. Estimated Heat Losses for CL III,
Case I (Btu/sec)

Combustor Plenum Throat
Heat Loss Heat Loss Heat Loss Total

H2 Injector 15 24 18 57

F Injector Z6 43 21 90

Calculations were then performed to determine the

margin on the plenum cooling water passage design for burnout considera-

tions. Using Case 1 from Table IX at full 150 psia combustor pressure,

the estimated heat losses to the plenum cooling water is:

H 2 side, QL plenum = 40 Btu/sec

F side, QL plenum = 69 Btu/sec

Total 109 Btu/sec

the heat flux into 0. 100 and 0. 050 cooling passes reduces to

QL/A where A = 1rD N1 L + 1TD NN2 L N I = number of 0. 100

diameter passages

N2 = number of 0. 050
diameter passages

rDI.11 N L r V. IU x 41 x 0. 6' 7. 74 in-

SD 2 N L = Tr x 0. 050 x 41 x 0.6 = 3. 86 in

Total 11.60 inz

Heat flux 109 Btu/sec/1. 60 In2 = 9.4 Btu/sec/in

= 4. 9 x 106 Btu/hr/ftz
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The empirical equation of Gunther [Trans. ASME 73, 115 (1951)] was

used to determine the critical burnout heat flux

Q/A = 7000 VV AT sat

where

V = 100 ft/sec

AT sat = T sat - T water = 3300F - 900F = 2400?'
(3300F corresponds to outlet pressure of 100 psia)

"Q/A 7000 100 Z40 z !6. 8 x 106 Btu/hr/ft2max

6 6
Comparing the 4.9 x 10 value against the critical 16.8 x 10 , a safety

factor of 3. 4 exists. This margin is reduced as combustor temperatures

are increased, and should be reevaluated if significantly higher operating

temperatures are contemplated.

Apart from estimates of expected heat loss needed for

combustor scaling and system studies, the CL III thermal effort also

involved a procedure of analyzing critical 'hot spots" in the design under

worst case assumptions. While it was recognized that the resulting cal-

culated temperatures and consequent thermal stre'sses were perhaps

more severe than would be encountered in the actual device, the focus

was on ensuring thermal and structural integrity of the unit. It was

expected that the calculated temperatures would be reviewed as test data

on the unit accumulated. Accordingly, local theriral niodels of the cavity

injector sidewall, throat and backwall were constructed and used to comn-

pute temperatures in the copper walls. As would be expected from

Figure 33, the maximum temperature on the cavity injector sidewallk

was found to occur half way between water coolant passages at the surface
exposed to hot gas (node 2 of the sidewall thermal model). Assuming a
combustor wall gas side film coefficient of 0. 9 x 10-3 Btu/in -sec- R

and hot gas recovery ternperatures of 32000, 2820 and 1500 0 K, the

temperature of node Z was found to be 9280, 8410 and 5120F, respectively.

Node 2 at 9280F becam.e the mnaximumi temperature expected at any point

on the cavity injector walls. Figure 34 shows the cavity injector throat
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Figure 34 Cavity Injector Throat Thermal Model

thermnal model. A hot- gas recovery temperature of 2000 C)K and a throat
heat transfer coefficient of 3.5 x 10-3 Btu,/in2- sec- JR calculated from

the Barlz equation was used in running this model. Nucleate boiling data

on 100 psia, 100°F water flowing at 1,00 feet per second was tako.n froi-,-i

NASA TND P124. With these assumptions, a maximumn gas side surface

t :mperature oi 435 0 ,F (node 2) and a maximum water passage surfaceQ

tenmperature of 315°0 F (node 22) were found from the model.

A third thermnal rmiod s constructed represicnttn.g the

center of the cavity injector" backwall (Figure 35) but this point was foutid

to be less critical (lower temperature) under comparable assumptions than

the sidewall. A maximnurn surface temperature of 5580F was calculated

Ii this area a:jsurning a 3200 0 K recovery temperature and a 0.9 x 10"3

Bttu/in -see- 3. film cocfiicient. 'This is some 370 F cooler than the

s idewal3 surface under the O jawne conditions-
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Figure 35. Cavity Injector Backwall Thermal Model

(b) CL III Stress Analysis

The structural analysis of CL III focused primarily on

the high temperature areas of the cavity injector, although rough sizing

calculations were made to estimate conservative wall thicknesses for

external pressure loadings on the optical cavity, salt window and plexi-

glass viewing windows.

The cavity injector design was analyzed first from the

-standpoint of primary pressure stress producing fracture or other catas-

trophic failure and second with respect to thb' probable number of test

firings sustainable until The onset of thermal fatigue cracking. A linm it

coolant water pressure of 150 psia was used in the analysis. Limit hot

p"- pressure was also set at 150 psia in either or both sets of adjacent

fuel and oxidizer rich conmpartments. A proof factor of 1. 5 and a burst

factor of 2. 0 on lin-it pressure was assumed.

Figure 36 shows the as-brazed material properties of

OI.1C copper selected for the analysis.
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Figure 36. Mechanical Properties of OFHG After Braze Cycle

Sixty percent of the; tensilc -trength (19, 000 psi) of pure

gold at roorma temperature was used for the ultimate shear strength of all

braze joints. The actual shear strength of such joints will depend on gap,

degree of allnvoin- writh base metal, cleanliness. etc. The above value of

11,400 psi is thought to be conservative for well made joints of 100 percent

area coverage.

With these assumptions, the several drilled hole coolant

passages and braze plugs show very high margins with the modest internal

pressures applied (again assuming good braze points). The minirmrum

margin for internal pressure in the rn-3nnifolds occurs at the sides of the

347 CRES water mainfold closeouts at the back of the injector, where the

proof margin of safety approaches 36 percent in bending. The critical

internal pressure condition for the hot gas occurs in the sidev alls between
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fuel and oxidizer rich compartments when only one set of compartments

is flowing (150 psia across wall). Under this condition the ultimate

margin of safety equals 169 percf hut the applied stress approaches

yield at the edge of the sidewall. 4 the stress is bending rather than

direct tension, and the ultimate strength is much greater than yield,

the only result will be a slight bulging of the compartment walls. The

worst case throat area change under this operating condition is 3 percent

neglecting the wall thickening at the throat. Including this additional

stiffness, the area change is probably about 1 percent.

In order to determine the allowable number of tests on

the hardware under thermal cycling, the uniaxial tensile properties of

Figure 36 were used to construct an estimate of the low cycle fatigue

properties of OFHC copper (Figure 37). The Universal Slopes correlation

of S. S. Manson, et al, which was used as low cycle fatigue data were

unavailable for the as-brazed condition. The worst case thermal analysis

had indicated a maximum temperature of 9280F on the compartment side-

walls midway between coolant passages. Assuming that the thermal

S0.1

LU ... .- . ." . -

0z

I A . .

100 1w0o0 10,000i
CIYCL[S TO fAILURE

Figure 37. Fatigue Cycle Life of OFJ.JC Copper,
Post--Braze Cycle
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exp-ansion resulting from this hot spot is fully biaxially restrained by the

surrounding colder m-aterial, an equivalent mechanical compressive

strain of 0. 0172 in/in would result. Figure 37 indicates a cycle life of

about 67 tests for cycling between this maximum temperature and

ambient conditions.

The conditions assumed in the worst case thermal

analysis were more severe than those actually encountered by the hard-

ware. The 3200 0 K gas side temperature was not included in the test

matrix, and the 512 F wall temperature corresponding to the 1500 0 K gas

temperature was typical of most of the CL III operating conditions. Under

these conditions the fatigue cycle life probably exceeds the useful life of

the device as an experinmental test article.

7

I
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SECTION IV

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The third task of the subject contract consisted of an Experimental

Evaluation of the new CL III Laser Hardware.

An initial 2 weeks of testing was performed under this program. Sub-

sequent testing will be accomplished under the follow-on cor,-tra.cc ,nd will

be reported later. For the first several runs in the initial test series, a

nomninal combustor pressure of 75 psia was selected. Thiis was done to

accomplish screening and mixing evaluations at a more conservative laser

cavity pressure of 5 torr and at a reduced re-actant consumption rate.

Later in this initial test series combustor piessures of up to 93 psia were

used. The test series consisted of con-bustor checkouts and determination

of heat loss values from each combustor, infrared scans of the cavity flow

field under various flow conditions, orange glow photography, and an initial

measurement of laser power.

1. TEST SUMMARY AND DIAGNOSTICS

The objectives of the CL H1i test series were as follows:

(1) Checkout of the GL III cavity injector and coniil-ustor systems
including it., prehea.ter

(2) Evaluation of four operating conditions with relative straam
velocity ratios of F and 1 2 ranging from 0.59 to 2.61

(3) Determination of turbulent mixing spread angV s as a function
of relative stream velocities

(4) Correlation of orange glow photography and 1H scan results

(3) Determination of laser power foi selected flow conditions

Tw ity-five tests of the CL III device were performed. The flow

conditions for each of the tests are summavrized in Table XII. Included in

the table are the combustor flows, combustion pressure, combustor tem-

perature, molar ratios including p and 12, and nozzle exit properties

including exit velocity, temperature, pressure and boundary layer

properties.
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The initial tests, 11B5-308 through -318, were performed at approxi-

mately 60 psia combustor pressure and provided a checkout of the laser

hardware and IR scanner apparatus. Difficulties such as IR scanner data

acquisition and facility pumping systfem operation were encountered and

resolved.

Tests HB5-319 through -323 provided data on four widely varying con-

ditions of relative 112 and F stream velocity. Detailed IR scans similar to

those taken for the CL II device were obtained. Two of these conditions

were later repeated for acquisition of full field orange glow photos (tests

H135-341 and -342). Table XIII summ-narizes the test runs involving the

principal diagnostic methods and resulting velocity ratios.

Table XIII. Summary of Principal Diagnostics Taken in Initial Test
Series and Significant Flow Conditions

Velocity Conditions
-Test Numbers -- ~- __________F 1  

tTs Velocity Ratio
Full Orange Velocity Vclncit~r V V,
Glow Photos 1R Scans (ft/sec) (ft/sec)

5945 8531 0.69

7819 8609 0.90

111,5-341 11115-3 19 5699 9633 0. 59
1;B 5-320

11135-3,42 I1l;5-32 1 827 1 5207 1.6

11115-322 8133 3114 2.61

11135--323 8271 9633 0. 86

Figure 22 illustrated the test setup with the IR scantier il place on the

CL III laser cavity. A discussion of the IR scanner results and comparison

with the orange glow photos is presented in the subsequent section. Also

included is a discussion of f:ie observed mixing angles com-pared to those

predicted in Section III, 2. a(2).
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Tests 11B5-324 through -331 were performed for initial power measure-

ment. The stable cavity mirrors described in Section III were used for this

determination1. A water-cooled calorimeter located behind the flat hole

outcoupling mirror was used for power measi :ement.

Output power was less than 500 watts for all tests. Several major

problem areas were indicated and are discussed in Section IV. 3. These

problem areas will be further addressed under the technology follow-on

programl.

The IR scanner equipment was designed under the TRW HF Laser

Techin-ology Study to provide data for cavity flowfield visualization based

upon the total infrared emnission of HF4-" in the 2. 7 micron band.

Details of the IR scanner apparatus, the experimental measurement

technique and the various options for data presentation are described fully

in ref,'rence 21. However, a few minor modifications were made for the

CL. ITI measurements, primarily to improve the system frequency response,

a,1d to provide a means of accurate spatial reference between successive

linear scatns in the compater programs which are used for data reduction

and presentation. Improved spatial reference between scans was achieved

by means of an electrically heated wire stretched across the scanner

frame near the focal plane of the optics and in a position such that the sig-

na.1 lplse generated in the detector circuit can be used to trigger the start

of each scani in either the oscilloscope or computer plocted data presenta-

ti.onis. A small tungsten lamp was also located above the centerline of tile

norsic bark and served to orient the visual data presentations; the itiensity

pidse caLIs dI by this lamp was readily identified in the data, and in each

case locatcd the center of the flow field at the upstreanm end adjacent: to the

11no0/7L injector assembly,

As in the previous c-xperiments, the IR scanner data for the CL III

Stests at'1-e pretsented itn the form of real time oscilloscope traces arrd conm-.

puter gec rate'd plots.

Figures 38 through 57t present typical ilk scans for tests 319 through

3L. For clarity and ease of data interpretation, additional data plots dis-

playing ounly every tenth linear scan of the complete raster are included.

I11Ii, squiat , wave noise evident in thcse figut-rs was caused of tlie tape
rr.( e)d-•' iit)l till: lR scanner.
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In each case, the HF intensity distribution in the flow field is shown as a

series of linear scans forming a raster display, with the band intensity

being represented on a linear scale by the displacement along the ordinate

axis; in the computer generated plots each successive scan is itself dis-

placed along both the ordinate and abscissa to produce a pseudo perspective

visualization of the flow field.

A blackbody calibration of the IR scanner was made using the technique

described in reference 1. Because of the change in the detector circuitry

m-ade for improved frequency response, the absolute response (volts) of

the IR scanner asused in CL III tests was reduced by approximately 1/10

as compared to the earlier CL II tests. However, this was offset by the

spatial resolution which was increased to approximately 3 mmn for these

tests compared with the resolution of 1 mnm used in obtaining CL II data.

Overall the IR scanner sensitivity was essentially unchanged and was

0. 110 volt/watt cm-2 ster- for the CL III data presented in this report;

the sensitivity was 0. 102 volt/watt cmn- ster-I for the CL II tests. It

should be lewud .liat lte increased spatial resolution clement of 3 mm used

in obtaining CL III data is still less than the nozzle spacing of about 8. 5 minn

for this injector configuration, and good spatial data were obtained for the

CL III flow field.

In principal, features of the intensity distribution along a given scan

line can be identified readily with the nozzle iniector geometry. This is

shown in Figure 58 where intensity minima are found to correspond to the

SHF RIDGES

FHF INFRARED BAND
INTENSITIES FLUORINE TROUGH

IHYI)ROGEN TROUGH

A j2 CtIII NOZL

KSSEBLY

Figure 58. Schematic IR Intensity Profile in CL III Flow Field
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centerlines of both the hydrogen and fluorine jets, while intensity maxima

are seen at their adjacent boundaries. These features generally persist
throughout the cavity flow field and generate well defined streamlines

parallel to the flow direction which we have referred to as the hydrogen and

fluorine troughs, and the HIF ridges, respectively.

Table XIII summarized the calculated velocities of the fluorine and

hydrogen injected into the CL III cavity for each of the IR scanner tests.

As shown in the table, the ratio of these velocities was varied over a

range of 0. 59 to 2.61, and for four representative tests we have plotted

sets of intensity profiles along typical flow streamlines, Figures 59 through

62.

These intensity profiles are the smoothed and averaged curves obtained

for each test case by first plotting the data from 6 to 10 individual stream-

lines in each flow field using the computer plots of Figures 38 through 57.

The IR scanner data were also reduced through an intensity modulation
mode to produce a video pi4cture comparable to the o~range glow• phou•u.
Figures 63 and 64 are the visible light photography (test 341) and IR pictures

(test 319) for an identical set of flow conditions (refer to Table XII).

Figures 65 and 66 present similar data for tests 342 and 321, respectively.

The similarity of the pictures indicate the utility of the visible light photo-

graphy as a diagnostic of the flow field.

Figures 67 and 68 are the side view visible light photos of tests 341

and 342.

2. ANALYSIS OF DIAGNOSTIC DATA

The primary objective of the initial test series with the CL III laser

system was the correlation of the mixing predictions with the observed

phenomena in the actual flow field. In this section, we attempt to examine

the flow field structure by observation of the visible light photos and lR

scanner presentttions shown in Section IV. 1.
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Figure 59. Ilk It-tensity Profiles, Test 319
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Figure 60. Ilk Intensity Profiles, Test 321
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4.0 CL III TEST NO.322
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Figure 61. IR Intensity Profiles, Test 322
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Figure 6Z. IR Intensity Profiles, TesL 323
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Figure 63. Visible Light Photo of Test: 341

Figare 64. IR Scan of Test 319 in Vid(O Moud
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Pigue 65 ViibleLigh Phto o Tes 34

Figure 66. Vi sibl SigtaPot of Test 3342 Mi
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Figure 67. Visible Light Photo of Test 341, Side View

. ,..... .... :...

Figure 68, Visible Light Photo of Test 342, Side View
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Several general statements carn be made concerning the observed

character of the flow field as follows:

(1) There is very little IR or visible radiation emission
directly downstrean, of the hydrogen nozzles

(2) The intensity within the fluorine jets begins to rise
almost immediately and to level out at the centerline
approximateiy 2-1/2 inches downstream

(3) The velocity difference between the fluorine and hydro-
gen streams has little if any influence on the observed
spread angle

The first observation is in general agreement with the characteristics

of the CL II device. In particular the "flame" appears to grow into the

fluorine flow, sometmes with the boundary between the orange region and

the fluorine making sharp brnds. It is believed that the sharp bends in both

cases are caused by oblique shock waves. Second, dark streaks originating

at the hydrogen nozzles persist for many centimecers downstream in both

lasers.

The dark streahs arc rmore difiult to explain. There are several

hypotheses. The first is that the hydrogen temperature is so low that the

pumping reaction H2 + F- HF* + H proceeds very slowly in the hydrogen

side of the mixing zone, and furthermore that the ratio of the several V-T

deactivation rates relative to the pumping rate is higher at the lower tern-

peratuie on the hydrogen side. Both these effects reduce the excited state

population on the hydrogen side of the zone. The deleterious effects of cold

temperature are even more pronounced for the "hot" (H + F-ZHF*" 4- F1

reactions which would explain the absence of the orange glsw in the troughs.

In the CL II device, the hydrogen is not preheated and is thus neces-

sarily cold after expansion from the free jet slit through which it is injected.

The hydrogen stream in the CL III test series exited at approximately

11501K. ThiLs results from the large expansion ratio (effective A ex/At= 24/1)

and the fact that the hydrogen combustor temperatures -were established at

approximately 1100 0 K. Higher operating temperatures up to 2000°K can

be produced but were not included in the initial test series to avoid any

possibility of HF/DF isotope exchange.
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A further explanation of the reduced emissions from the H 2 jet results

from the discovery of an erroneous calibration of a sonic flow control

orifice in the F2 feed line for the H2 preheater. As a consequence of this

calibration error, considerable ground state HF was produced in the H 2

combustor and introduced along with the diluent and preheated H 2 .

The discharge of ground state HF from the hydrogen nozzles would

have similar effects on the production of excited states as the low tem-

peratures discussed above, i.e., on the hydrogen side of the mixing zone,

where the concentration of HF is higher, the I-IF V-T deactivation rate

would be higher and thus the HF* concentration lower. The deleterious

effect of the grouad state HF is, or course, reinforced by the low tem-

perature of the hydrogen stream.

Next, it should be pointed out that the molar concentration of hydrogen

was higher than that of the fluorine in all the test runs and that this condi-

tion caused the flame to burn towards the fluorine side. To see this, con-

sider the simplest situation in which the two streams have equal velocity

(Case 5 of Table VIII). In this case, the hydrogen concentration is approxi-

mately four times that of the flourine. Assume an approximation that the

two reactants diffuse turbulently and therefore with equal diffusion coeffi-

cients, to a narrow reaction zone. As is indicated in Figure 69, the

reaction zone is shifted towards the fluorine side by the requirement that

the reactant fluxes and therefore the concentration gradients be equal. In

turbulent flow', of course, the reaction zone is smeared out but the effect

should still exist. In the absence of a reliable method for dealing with

FI Figure 69

Ui Concentration Profile Across

0
U

DISTANCE ACROSS MIXING ZONE
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reactions in turbulent flow, the above picture cannotbe made quantitative but

it seems unlikely that it fully explains the asymmetry in the reaction zone.

If we accept these explanations for the lack of emission from the

hydrogen jet, then the angh3 of spread of the orange glow into the fluorine

stream (observation 2) provides an indication of the gross mixing rate.

There is cons,.derable ermisaion from the center of the fluorine stream at

approximately 1 inch downstream and almost uniform emission 2-1/2 inches

downstream. The estimates based on the subsonic mixing experiments,

see Figure 31 (Section III. 3b (2) for example, predict that the edge of the

mixing region reaches the nozzle conterline at approximately 1-1/2 inches

from the nozzle exit.

Referring to Figures 5,) through 62, the axial variation in intensities

along the hydrogen and fie rine centerlines, the "valleys, " are shown

together with the intensicy a-long the "ridge" between them. The data were

taken from the flow fieid downstream of the third fluorine nozzle from the

left hand side. The effects of parallax have not. been removed from these

data but it is useful, as it stanids, in indicating several points. First, at

distances greater than approximating 1 to 2 cm from the cavity injector

exit there is little axial variation in the peak intensity, a result implying

that the pumping react'ot is not completed within the 14 cms scanned.

Second, the radiation in the fluorine valley rises to a significant fraction

of the peak intensity in 5 to 8 cm, a result consistant with considerable

chemical reaction on the fluorine side of the inixing region. Finally, the

much lower radiation from the hydrogen rich part of the field is evirlent.

The conclusion must be that the rate of gross turbulent mixing is

approximately equal to that predicted in Section 111. 3. b(Z). The apparent

failure for the pumping reaction to have been completed within the 14 cm

length must presently be ascribed either to a failure to thoroughly mix on

the microscale or to excessively slow kinetics as a result of the low nozzle

exit temperatures. As was described previously, observation of a spread

angle of approximately 0. 1 radian for the boundaries of gross turbulent mix-

ing is not sufficient to describe adeqaate mixing for efficient lasing. The

mechanism of microscale mixing within the turbulent zone is not well known

and could be sufficiently slow to cause the observed extended reaction zone.

The answer to these questions will be addressed by subsequent tests of the

CL III with chen-iluminesctnt spectroscopy diagnostic techniques.
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There are two possible explanations for observation (3), the lack of

influence on the spread angle caused by stream velocity differences. One

is that the vortex generators so enhance the mixing that the velocity effect

is overriden. The other possibility is suggested by the experiments in

reference 17, i.e., combustion also can significantly increase the

mixing rate between two supersonic streams and remove the velocity

dependence. There is, at present, no basis for a choice between the two

hypotheses and further testing is required to resolve the matter.

3. POWER MEASUREMENTS

The power tests (HB5-324 through -336) were conducted under simi-

lar conditions to those which were present in the previous diagnostic test

series (HB5-308 through -323), so that the power output could be cor-

related with the diagnostic data. To preclude any HF/DF isotope exchange

in the hydrogen preheater, all tests were performed at II combustor

temperatures less than 1100 0 K. Also, from a specific power standpoint,

a minimum preheating of the H. just sufficient to obtain the required

velocity difference was deemed advantageous. Unfortunately, the power

in all cases was disappointingly low, less than 500 watts. Three funda-

mental causes have been identified and are discussed below.

a. Mixing Characteristics

As stated in the preceding section, the visible and IR radiation

intensity within the fluorine jets began to rise almost immediately. The

intensity then leveled out at the fluorine jet centerline approximately

2-1/2 inches downstream of the nozzle exit plane and remained nearly

constant for at least another 3 inches downstream. The conclusion drawn

from these data was that the gross rate of turbulent mixing within the

fluorine jet was approximately equal to that predicted from previous sub-

sonic experiments. However, micro-scale mixing within the turbulent

zone is not well known and could be sufficiency slow to cause the observed

extended reaction zone thus adversely affecting the lasing action.
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b. . Erroneous Calibration Data of Sonic Flow Control Orifice

In order that ground state HF not be formed in the HZ preheater,

it is necessary that the F 2 /D 2 molar mixture ratio be equal to or less than

one everywhere in the combustor (see Figure 70).

H2 INJECTION

F 2 + DILUENT.- DF H 2 ,DILUENT,

D +2DILDUENL UEND
F2 + D ILU E N1 - DILUENTAND DF

Figure 70. Typical H 2 Heater Nozzle Cross Section Schematic

Following completion of the test program, all sonic orifices were

recalibrated. An error of five percent was found in the calibration of the

t,"Z sonic orifice leading to excessive FZ flow into the 11 heater combustor.

This excess F 2 reacted with the H 2 injected downstream leading to the

injection of relatively large quantities of ground state -IF with the H12

stream to the lasing cavity. This situation was further aggrevated by

combu'utor injector flow maldistribution. Based upon empirical observa-

tion of the quantity of ground state HF introduced into the prior CL II

device when operated in the HF/HF mode, and the calculated quantity

introduced as a result of the C-TL TTI rn14hr-i-n problemr., it is licvca

that sufficient ground state was injected to account for the low powers

observed. Additional testing is required to confirm this hypothesis.

c. Low Nozzle Exit Temperatures

The relatively low hydrogen heater combustor temperatures of

-0
less than 1100°K led to very low H2 temperatures at the nozzle exit, on

the order of 115 K. This resulted in a laser cavity static te"peraturc

after mixing, but prior to the lasing reaction of only 150 0 K. Extrapotation
0 0of measured kinetics data (Ref. 21) taken at 350 K to the 150 K condition

revealed that production to deactivation rates of HF* were unfavorable for

lasing. As described in Section IV. 2 this is believed to be one reason for
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apparent lack of reaction in the center of the H2 stream. Temperatures

in the H12 and F combustors must ultimately be increased to remedy this

situation. Subsequent testing under the Technology Follow-On Program

will involve increased combustor and consequently nozzle exit temperatures.
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SECTION V

CONG LUSIONS

The conclusions of the investigations presented in this report may be

grouped into two br-ad categories associated with the cavity diagnostics

studies and chemical laser cavity injector development as follows.

* Cavity Diagnostic Evaluations

The basic feasibility of Rayleigh/Raman scattering techniques
to measure concentrations of molecular hydrogen and mole-
cular fluorine in HF/DF laser cavities was established through
analyses and laboratory experiments. By using a xenon UV
laser and modifying existing scanner equipment, detection
sensitivities on the order of 4 x 10-2 torr could be achieved
for the above indicated species. However, helium appears
not to be detectable with the current apparatus.

Holographic interferometry appears to be a viable cavity
diagnostic technique when employed on larger chemical laser
devices where the optical path length is on the order of 1 meter.
However, the method has marginal utility, i. e., it produces
extremely small fractions of a fringe, when used in conjunction
with current, smaller chemical laser systems unless modifica-
tions are made to existing interferometry devices and techniques
to extend the state of the art. This is caused principally by the
relatively short optical path length and very low density gases
in the lasing region of the smaller laser devices.

o CL III Cavity Injector Development

The testing of the CL III dcvice during this program must,
of course, be considered preliminary. The CL III
design represents a new class of chemical laser cavity
ifljectuvb that may be genert',ally designated as high Reynolds
number devices, As only limited testing was accomplished
during the subject program, the substantiation of the high
Reynolds number approach must await further evaluation
testing. However, with the test results at hand the following
preliminary observations can be made.

(1) The CL III chemical laser is the first device capable of
supplying a fully developed, preheated H2 flow at high
Reynold's number along with a similar parallel F flow
to investigate the effects of hydrogen/fluorine velocity
differences on turbulent mixing and lasing over a wide
range of supersonic conditions.
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(2) Analyses of the CL III cavity diagnostic data revealed
that very little IR or visible radiation emission occurred
directly downstream of the hydrogen nozzles in any of
the runs observed. On the other hand, the intensity
within the fluorine jets began to rise almost immediately
and leveled out at the centerline approximately 2-1/2
inches downstream of the nozzle exit plane. The con-
clusion drawn from these data is that the rate of gross
ninxing within the fluorine jet was approximately equal
to that predicted from subsonic experiments.

(3) The inability to derive closed cavity power greater than
500 watts can be attributed to three fundamental causes:
first, sufficiently slow microscale mixing within the gross
turbulent mixing regions to cause extended axial reaction
zones thus adversely affecting the lasing action; second,
the relatively low laser cavity static mixture temperature
of approximately 150 0 K leading to adverse production-to-

"deactivation rates of HF' as predicted from extrapolated
kinetics data; and third, excessive ground state 11F
injected into the laser cavity as a iesult of a miscali-
brated fluorine orifice in the reactant feed system.

Further testing of the CL III device employing chemilurrine scent

spectroscopy is required to understand and correct the deficiencies ob-

served in this initial test series.
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Table IX. Boundary Layer and One-Din
Calculation Results (75 psia
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a\ or and One-Dimensional Mixing
F\ Csults (75 psia combustion pressure)
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Tabie XII. Summary of CL III Test
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